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ICT Across the
curriculum:
Designing learning
supported with
technology

Combined Lecture/Workshop (w7)

Today’s lectorial
• Outline how assignment 3 works (process simpliﬁed)
• Revisit some ideas around pedagogy in this context
• Look at how the ICT tools support the learning

• Let’s use this ;me to “do the assignment”
• Do it yourself…

You are designing an integrated series of lessons (in a group unit),
then executing part of that lesson plan in
class with your peers!
• With: three to five group members (or, negotiate a singular submission)
• What:
• Part A: Plan
• Part B: Share with peers
• An integrated lesson rigorously supported by numeracy and ICT focused on:
• at least one content descriptor in a key learning area of the Australian
Curriculum other than mathematics or digital technologies; and
• up to three other content descriptors from any other key learning area.
• Any year level between 7 and 10 can be selected.

Process:

• Identify the members of your group
(negotiate this with your tutor)
• Talk about your expectations
• Head to FLO
• Create and join the group (even for individuals)
• Download the unit plan template
from inside the assignment tool
• Share the document with your team using
either: MS Teams (link in Comms on FLO) or
something like Dropbox or Google Drive (beware formatting)
• Identify at least one area of the Australian Curriculum to focus on
• Explore and select an ICT tool that will enhance students’ learning of this content
• Check that your lesson plan fulfils all of the assignment requirements
• ONLY ONE PERSON NEEDS TO SUBMIT
• Plan and rehearse your oral presentation to ensure that you will present confidently and within
the time limit.

Upload your template and (optionally) an
outline of your presentation on FLO before
November 13 at 11:55.
You’ll present ‘in class’ the week following.

Two options to present
(first one only if you’re on your own)
PRE RECORD AND UPLOAD
VIA KALTURA ON FLO
OR
PRESENT IN EDU 5.34 International Room during
class time (your tutor will be there)

Let’s do the assignment
An example of how to do assignment 3…

Integrated unit plan…
• Year 8 - Core content:
• Significant developments and/or cultural achievements that reflect the power
and influence of the Ottoman Empire, such as the fall of Constantinople in
1453 AD (CE), art and architecture (ACDSEH053) Historical Knowledge and
Understanding
• GC: Intercultural Understanding; Critical and Creative Thinking

• Sequence historical events, developments and periods (ACHHS148) Historical
Skills
• GC: Literacy; Numeracy

• ICT: Generate solutions to challenges and learning area tasks
• design and modify simple digital solutions, or multimodal creative outputs or data
transformations for particular audiences and purposes following recognised conventions

Explicit Numeracy & ICT links
• Recognising and using patterns
and relationships
• Using measurement
• Estimating and calculating with
whole numbers

• Generate solutions to challenges
and learning area tasks
• design and modify simple digital
solutions, or multimodal creative
outputs or data transformations
for particular audiences and
purposes following recognised
conventions

Designing learning combining these areas
• A research and timelining task
• Students will:

Students at the
centre of learning

• Conduct original research into a particular era in Ottoman history
• Begin to gather a range of secondary materials describing key historical events in the
time period
• Collate, sort and capture appropriate information
• Sequence historical events, developments and periods specifically relating to the
Ottoman Empire
• Begin to prepare a digital ‘timeline’ of key events that they have chosen to present

• Following completion of the task students will:

• Write a brief reflection on the learning they have undertaken
• Think about the use of numeracy concepts and write a summary of the skills they
employed in the creation of their timeline
• They will post these reflections and their timeline to their class portfolio

What knowledge are we assuming?
• Students will be able to employ some basic research skills
• Students will be able to use ICT tools to conduct original research in an
area of their choosing
• Students will be able to understand some basic numeracy concepts in
relation to representations of ‘time’ and identify patterns and relationships
relative to the period of time they are exploring; and be able to estimate
where on the timeline key events may fall
Area for explicit teaching?
• Students have some understanding of the key events that occurred during
the reign of the Ottoman Empire (i.e. c.1299 – c.1683)
• Students are bringing basic cyber-safety understandings and some ability to
handle the use of web based tools.

What ICT tools are we going to use to
support, challenge and engage their learning?
• Google Sheets for capturing key information in relation to the period
under study. Students will use multiple ‘columns’ and ‘rows’ to store
relevant data about the historical period they have chosen for
exploration. Establishing a basic database/dataset.
• The sheet may be used collaboratively, between students or between
the student and teacher in order to demonstrate the commitment to
the learning task and the level of detail provided.
• Students will use TimelineJS and embed the finished product in their
school provided ePortfolio to visually demonstrate their learning and
engagement with the task.

Numeracy

Literacy
Responsible ICT use

The students will make a Google Sheet that demonstrates their learning

Students are creating and communicating concepts with ICT

Numeracy strategies?
• Capturing the numeracy in the moment: Be open to the numeracy
demands and flexible in going with the students’ interests and
learning needs in the experience.
• Allowing students to work it out: Provide students with both
individual and collaborative opportunities to work things out for
themselves and engage with the numeracy demands.
• Debriefing the numeracy: Ask open questions that encourage
students to reflect on the use of mathematics in the situation and the
role numeracy played in their learning, understanding and problem
solving.

How is technology supporting the learning?
• Students are engaging in deep learning opportunities using the ICT
tools to research, create, collaborate and communicate their learning
• There is no superficial engagement with ‘fun tools’ (though hopefully
the lesson itself provides some strategies and opportunities for
engagement) the students are using the ICT tools as part of the
learning experience
• None of the tools require any monetary investment and students can
use the (hypothetical) school provided Google Sign In for all their
communication

Assessment?
• The summa;ve component of the task would include adequately
mee;ng the requirements of the research and ;meline presenta;on
task
• The forma;ve components would include ‘real ;me’ feedback from
the teacher through the Google Sheet comment system
• In addi;on, students would embark upon a learning reﬂec;on in
order to interrogate and communicate the explicit connec;ons to
their understanding of the numeracy, ICT and history curriculum
components.

What do I do if the technology goes wrong?
• Because this task is a modification of a task
that would otherwise require multiple draft
and data collation activities and need
physical resources (library access, etc.)
it would be necessary to hold this lesson
in an appropriately resourced school
library to avoid any serious disruption to
students learning through a loss of access
to the technology.

SAMR?

I believe I can make a case for this task
description to fall into the ‘modification’
category because it:
1. Enables students to engage in their
own original research from a range of
otherwise inaccessible sources.
2. Allows students to collaborate in real
time on data collection and receive
feedback from their teacher on the
fly
3. Simplifies the process of portfolio
generation and task assessment
through a multimodal representative
approach…

Worth noting this task, if the learning intentions
are made clear to students, would also address:
• Critical and Creative Thinking

• Inquiring – identifying, exploring and organising information and ideas
• Identify and clarify information and ideas
• Organise and process information

• Literacy

• Composing texts through speaking, writing and creating
• Compose texts
• Compose spoken, written, visual and multimodal learning area texts

• Word Knowledge

• Understand learning area vocabulary

• Visual Knowledge

• Understand how visual elements create meaning

LEARNING DESIGN
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

h?ps://in.aidans.space/learningdesign

Designing the teaching and learning plan…
Starter
Class to watch
Crash Course video
& Group
brainstorm… what
are some of the
key points raised?

AcYvate (some explicit teaching)
• In this por;on of the unit the teacher would make the learning
inten;ons clear highligh;ng the role of each part of the curriculum in
focus
• We would highlight some of the key events that we would expect
students to spend some ;me researching and emphasise their
signiﬁcance
• You might explore some of the barriers students had found when
engaging in similar tasks in class and provide them some notes
• You can liken this stage to a ‘lecture’ or front-end loading of relevant
content and expecta;ons for the learning journey (usually shorter
when presented in the context of a unit; in this case up to 10m)

Demonstrate

Think about the
resources you might
need to provide to
students

• Here students would begin to choose areas for speciﬁc inquiry idenPfying
in broad strokes the areas for their research
• They will undertake signiﬁcant reading and summarising acPviPes as they
begin to ﬁll their Google Sheet
• The teacher will provide prompPng quesPons and ensure that students are
demonstraPng learning behaviours set up in the scope of the agreed
classroom norms
• This might also be an opportunity to support learners who are having
diﬃculPes engaging, accessing or invesPgaPng the key ideas. In some
instances you might ask advanced students to pair up with students who
need support, ensuring appropriate scaﬀolding is provided for both
students.

Consolidate and Reflection
• Some students will be asked to share their reflection on the task with the
group in order to create a culture of shared experience and understanding
• Here we would ask students to wrap up their research and work towards
the generation of their actual timeline interactive visual representation
• Time permitting, some students might embark on their reflection activity –
this will need to be supported with some targeted questions: as teacher
you could pre-create a Google Doc with some questions for students to
answer
• The reflection and demonstration of the work a “share URL” for the
timeline and sheet, and a link to the reflection would be submitted to the
teacher through the school’s LMS
Here we can also start to think about how this lesson ﬁts in the context of a
broader learning plan; students might exhibit their diﬀerent Imelines along with
an arts project or an English essay, etc. to a range of appropriate audiences.

Making it explicit and possible. Lots of
diﬀerenIaIng occurs in classrooms but
the students are not aware of the
strategies employed to do so.

How was this task “diﬀerenYated”?

• Students will have engaged in a range of reading tasks. Some students will
have engaged in more sophisPcated reading acPviPes drawing from varied
appropriate sources for informaPon; while other students may have drawn
from fewer, or simpler, sources of informaPon.
• Students were provided with scaﬀolded opportuniPes to work with their
peers ensuring that the division of labor was appropriately shared between
students with all levels of learning ability.
• The submission of tasks was from student to teacher at this stage so that
students who had struggled or needed extra support did not, yet, need to
share their learning experiences.
• All students were asked to reﬂect on the learning and to set themselves
some reminders/goals for their next engagement in the learning task.

Keep tools from the ICT lectures in mind…

experiencing
the new
experiencing
the known
conceptualising
by naming

conceptualising
with theory

applying
creatively
applying
appropriately
analysing
functionally

analysing
critically

RevisiYng TPACK

Getting meta
• What kinds of tools have been used to design the learning experience for
students? (i.e. what ICT has Aidan used to research, design, and
communicate about this lesson?)
• What kinds of resources would I need to prepare in order to support
students learning in this space? What kinds of technology would I need to
use in order to make this possible?
• How can I be explicit about the kinds of learning that I expect to be taking
place with my students without overwhelming them?
• What would deeper cross-curricular integration look like in the context of
this lesson?
• Is there a way to connect this lesson to a whole unit of work?
• Am I presenting achievable standards for my students?
• Would this fit in a 60/90/120 minute lesson?

Welcome back
Assignment 3 Groups!

Curriculum exploraYon

Keep track on your
computer/tablet/phone
so you can share later!

• Pick two (or more) curriculum content descriptors:

• One understanding/knowledge and one process/produc=on
• i.e.
Mul=-cellular organisms contain systems of organs carrying out specialised func=ons
that enable them to survive and reproduce (ACSSU150) and
Collabora=vely and individually plan and conduct a range of inves=ga=on types,
including ﬁeldwork and experiments, ensuring safety and ethical guidelines are
followed (ACSIS140)

• Add one part of the ICT capability

• i.e.
• Locate generate and access data and informa=on
• locate, retrieve or generate informa=on using search facili=es and organise
informa=on in meaningful ways

Pedagogic intent (learning intenYons)
• We have found some content, skills, and capabilities we want our students
to focus on, now we want our students to:
• understand why this learning is important
• understand what they will take away on successful completion of the lesson(s)

• We also want to make sure we are on track to get students to the required
level.
• Let’s set three learning intentions that align with this area. i.e. “We will…
• Know the stages of a butterfly's lifecycle
• Understand 3 major causes of the First World War
• Write a persuasive text

Keep track on your
computer/tablet/phone
so you can share later!

Support the learning with a digital tool
• Choose a digital tool that will challenge, engage and support students
learning…
• Think about how the tool might work in rela;on to S A M R…
• Are students conduc;ng their own research? Are they being
scaﬀolded through explicit tasks?
• What kinds of thinking skills does this tool help us engage?

The role of your digital tool
• From your chosen tool, write a brief statement about how the ICT is
suppor;ng students learning in a meaningful way.
• Think about the context of the tool, what does it do? What kind of
thinking skills is it suppor;ng?
• Remember there are a bunch of tools on FLO, and a quick search will
oeen return many a result if you’re stuck.
hfps://ﬂo.ﬂinders.edu.au/mod/page/view.php?id=2441325
Keep track on your
computer/tablet/phone
so you can share later!

To the LMS! (FLO)
• Go to Week 7 on FLO and create a post with the outcome of your task
today in the workshop activity discussion board:
• https://flo.flinders.edu.au/mod/forum/view.php?id=2501158
• Each group to make a submission.
• Spend some time reading each others’ lesson ideas.

• Feel free to refer to this space for ideas about digital tool use and
ideas for learning intentions and pedagogic strategies.
Keep track on your
computer/tablet/phone
so you can share later!

RESEARCH
How are teachers
using Twi6er?

DISCUSSION
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Trial a digital tool
1. Trial a tool – create something with that tool.
2. Evaluate the tool – what is good about the tool? Is it easy to use?
3. Apply – How would you use this tool in your subject area?
4. Present – ‘present a slide’ on the tool.
1. Evaluate it’s usefulness
2. Describe how you might use it in the
39

classroom

OPTIONAL EXTRA

Make a twi/er account.
Follow relevant people.
Tweet with the hashtag #3628
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